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bright on the trees in the cottage gardens and a Virginia creeper
burned like fire in crimson upon the wall, crimson among the green.
When I returned home at night the good Vicar accompanied me
as far as die Plough Inn. The moon was at the full. The night was
sweet and quiet. Overhead was the vast fleecy sky in which the
moon was riding silently and the stillness was broken only by the
occasional pattering of an acorn or a chestnut through the leaves to
the ground.
Monday, Michaelmas Eve
This morning I had a kind thoughtful letter from Adelaide from
i Carlton Place, Clifton, saying she thought it selfish not to let me
know that Kathleen Mavourneen is within an hour's journey of me.
staying with her, and asking me if I could trust myself to go down
and see her and spend a day with her. So I am going and I shall see
her again.
Thursday, October Day,
This morning I went to Bristol to spend the day with Adelaide
and Kathleen Mavourneen at i Carkon Place, Clifton. I took
Adelaide down a basket of flowers and fruit, plums and grapes, and
soon Kathleen Mavourneen was busied arranging the flowers in
vases. She was looking very pretty and was most sweet and kind
in her manner.
After a heavy storm the weather cleared and we projected a visit
to St. Mary Redcliffe on my way to the Station. Adelaide, Kathleen,
Elk and I went down in a cab, a merry laughing party. The Church
is still under repair, the roof of the nave being now nearly restored.
The verger said the Church had been tinder the workmen's hands
for the last 45 years, a thousand pounds being spent every year.
We struck the sounding pillars near the Confessional, but they do
not ring as they did formerly. Kathleen, Ella and I ascended the
spiral staircase to the Muniments Room and saw the old worm-
eaten remnants of the chests in which Chatterton *the marvellous
boy, the sleepless soul that perished in his pride1 averred that he had
discovered the poems of Rowley the monk.
And there in the great windy dusty room as we looked out
through the mullions of the glassless windows over the murky
smoky misty city there came a sweet reminiscence of the sunny hill-
side of Chanctonbury Ring on the afternoon of the Kndon wedding

